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Advice from an Unexpected Source
By: David S. Barmak, JD, CEO 

Most people have heard the old proverbial saying, "out of the mouths of babes," used
when a child offers some unexpectedly profound wisdom. Well, sometimes the best
wisdom and insight comes from the very people we serve.
 
For example, a number of years ago I was presenting a HIPAA privacy in-service
training to an outpatient rehab client in Queens, New York, and was having a bit of
difficulty because it was late in the day on a Sunday, and over 40 therapists were
hungry, tired and eager to go home. I was the last stop to the end of their very long day
of in servicing. 

To get my audience to "sync" with me, I opened my presentation by asking a few
questions; and, to my surprise, the same elderly woman in the audience answered all
of them correctly. After each response, the therapists in the room would laugh and
snicker. My natural response was to think that this woman, who was easily in her late
60's, was an "old time" OT.
 
However, after about 15 minutes, I noticed a yellow cab pull up to the front door. I
watched as the elderly woman put on her coat, raised her hand and asked, "Mr.
Barmak, may I tell the therapists how to avoid being sued?" Immediately, the room
was filled with groans from the therapists who thought her question was going to delay
the end of my presentation. It was then that I realized the woman was not one of the
therapists; instead, she was a patient waiting for her cab!

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ShbcGLsSFRTbfp_3L0QAb6SKmds2SaNCWQbKOipOc_jqMOxrdHY66hvUznaXfPAXtXchcmW_K5rLe0u6etSjnoH3r7hcCD28Jdb6wt9LuHXayhSC3oUhW0kvAqs8MFVWgxpamJ7mBcnqKLqlq867TU7OZGWm7oT8y1R8KUeF84CAZWOVvBClCw==&c=&ch=


I said to her, "Out of respect for you, please tell us how we can avoid being sued; but,
out of respect for the therapists, please be brief."

She stood up - tall, hunched over a little, and thin. Then she spoke very clearly and
held up her hand as she enumerated her points:

1. "I like all of my therapists."
2. "I know my therapists like me."
3. "I know that if my therapist ever hurt me, it would be unintentional and by accident."
4. "Therefore, I would never sue my therapist."
 
With that, she walked out of the waiting room, through the front door, and got into her
cab.
Many of the therapists were young and did not appreciate the precious insight just
given to them; but, we do. We do not sue, for the most part, people we trust and people
who care about us.
 
Here's the bottom line:
 
Treat our residents the way we would want to be treated and our risk of being sued will
significantly diminish.

For more information regarding this article, call 609-454-5020 or
email info@mednetconcepts.com.
 

Med-Net Concepts, LLC Introduces New Blog: 
A Valuable Resource For All Healthcare Professionals

Med- Net Concepts, LLC has a new blog! It includes a compilation of healthcare
articles and case studies based on relevant and "hot" topics written by members of our
interdisciplinary team. Our team includes skilled nursing facility administrators,
assisted living facility administrators, rehabilitation specialists, physicians, social
workers, healthcare attorneys, department of health surveyors, directors of curriculum
development, as well as educators and executives at numerous healthcare professional
associations. We intend for this blog to be a valuable resource of information for all
healthcare providers, including long term care employees.

Take a look for yourself at www.mednetconceptsblog.com

We suggest, if you have one, that you announce the existence of our blog in your
internal house organization or send a friendly email with our link noted above. 
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